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T E D  C O W A R T

Golden Leaves Adrift
2019

Acrylic on Canvas
60.13 in. x 47.88 in. x 1.5 in.
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T E D  C O W A R T
Ted Cowart has spent his lifetime dancing with the call to be a painter. When he was just a few years old
and living in Houston his parents gave him a large chalkboard and boxes of colored chalk. He used
them to entertain his parents' friends with drawings of objects, people, and animals.

By the time he was eight he had won many prizes for his drawings and posters. It led to a scholarship to
the Museum of Fine Arts Houston art classes. For the next ten years, he attended the classes, working
them around his regular schooling. As much as the classes benefited him, however, he was also getting
an education he was not aware of and one that would form the soul of his works today.

"During that time, I was surrounded by the classics, especially the great artists of the early 20th century,"
Cowart says. "Those art movements were a great influence on me." Ted's college education began at
the University of Houston, where he was a fine arts major and award-winning set designer for university
operas and productions. Shortly thereafter he heard about the Los Angeles Art Center College of Design.
His calling suddenly had a destination.
With stubborn determination, he decided to seek admission and soon became one of the youngest
students ever accepted. Comparing it to the most grueling of boot camps, the college put him to the
test. He emerged on fire.

With a newfound thirst for experience and adventure, Cowart thought he might have to put things on
hold when it came time to do military service. But his enlistment turned into an opportunity, not only to
see the timeless beauty of the old continent but to expand his artistic talents (and income) by painting
portraits of officers and their wives. After the service, he remained in Europe, using his art to make ends
meet. He traveled until money began to run short - finally finding himself drawing flamenco dancers in
a Barcelona restaurant.

With the decision made to return to the States, Cowart let a friend take his works to several agencies in
New York. In a matter of weeks, Cowart had many offers. Because of its diversity of clients, he went with
Hockaday Associates and soon entered the wild and rough design world of New York City.

By then it was around 1974, and an offer had come from Neiman Marcus to take on a project in Dallas.
The chance to return to his home state as well as work for the most famous retail store in Texas could
not be passed up. At the end of the project, he made the decision to return to Houston to live. His
advertising business thrived in Texas, keeping him dashing between Dallas and Houston.

He began painting prolifically. New styles emerged. Old styles were revised. He bought a second home
in Palm Springs and there had his first solo show. Dozens of shows, galleries, and international
collections later, Cowart has found his passion and lives it.
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H E R B  M E A R S

Flight
20th Century
Oil on canvas

67.38 in. x 55.5 in. x 2 in.
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H E R B  M E A R S
(b. 1923)

Born in New York City in 1923, Herb Mears was interested in art from a young
age. He studied under Fernand Leger in Paris and went on to paint and study
in various studios in France and Italy before his arrival in Houston in 1951. With
colleague David Adickes, whom he had met in Paris, Mears decided to open
an art school. Their Studio of Contemporary Arts finally settled in an old
building on Main Street with Mears and Adickes hoping to give classes to
potential students. However money was tight and Mears found himself as a
draftsman for Houston Lighting and Power Company, a job he excelled at and
enjoyed. Later, Mears was involved in the Contemporary Arts Association,
frequently making trips to ensure security in addition to enjoying the art scene
the Association provided. From the CAA to the Art League of Houston and the
Museum of Fine Arts, Mears began to gain recognition. An abstract, or
non-objective piece as he called it, won a prize at a competition held by the
Museum of Fine Arts, earning him a teaching position at the Museum School.
Mears also taught at the Contemporary Arts Museum, University of Houston,
and Rice University. Mears passed away in 1999.
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L U C A S  J O H N S O N

Winter Sun
1981

Oil on canvas
23.88 in. x 31.63 x 1.75 in.
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L U C A S  J O H N S O N
(b. 1940)

Lucas Johnson (October 24, 1940 – August 31, 2002) was an American artist
and major force in the Texas art scene from the late 1960s to the early 2000s.
Largely self-taught, he mastered numerous techniques, including egg
tempera, pen and ink drawing, silverpoint, oil and acrylic painting, and the
printmaking disciplines of aquatint, etching, lithography, serigraphy, drypoint,
and mezzotint. He was inspired by politics, music, fishing, and the culture of
Mexico, where he lived for a decade. His unique vision found expression in a
wide range of subjects, from haunting, shamanic beings, and quirky aquatic
life to enigmatic, volcanic landscapes and still lifes of the orchid species he
collected and cultivated.
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M A R I O   H U M B E R T O  K A Z A Z

Battle of Granicus
2021

Mixed Media on Canvas
48 in. x 60 in. x 1.5 in.
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M A R I O   H U M B E R T O  K A Z A Z

Mario Humberto Kazaz is a Mexican-born modernist pop artist. His art is driven
by his interests in perception, movement, embodied experience, and feelings
of self. He strives to make the concerns of art relevant to society at large. Art,
for him, is a crucial means for turning thinking into doing in the world. Kazaz
was born in 1984, in Monterrey, Mexico. He grew up in Texas and self-taught
art that was later blended into a style that he developed from a graffiti
movement he joined at an early age. He currently works from his studio in the
Montrose area, a major art district in the city of Houston. Currently, he works in
large-scale paintings that are inspired by the neo-culture of this new
interconnected world of today.
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J I M  H U D E K

Marilyn Life Magazine
2021

Mixed media on wood panel
40 in. x 30 in. x 2 in.
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J I M  H U D E K
"I'm a native Houstonian and have been making art most of my life. I'm a
mixed media abstract artist, abstract painter, and collage artist who enjoys
making all kinds of art using all types of materials and mediums. One day I'm
painting abstracts and possibly the following few days I'll work on collages
using cut and torn magazines. When I'm done with those I do a few pop art
nostalgia style magazine covers. Essentially, I'm an artist you can't categorize.

I love to do it all. I was born to do this. I derive a lot of my inspiration from jazz
when painting abstract art, The music of jazz has always been synonymous
with abstract expressionist painting. I can feel the music actually guide me in
a direction that is like a conductor of a big band. Hitting the high notes with a
bold stroke of bright color or accents of muted tones.

In my other work, collage, mixed media abstracts, and such, I often use
images I've taken around doing street photography. Print them, tear as
needed, cut and paste."
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